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Puzzle box walkthrough all level 9

This is the instructions for level 9 MechBox. For instructions and solutions, see the guide below. Layer 9 is a confusing tangle of wires and logic gates with many buttons and a keyboard for entering code. At first, nothing is active. Click the buttons to turn them on or off. We need to figure out the right ones to be on/off depending on the logical gateway. However, first you will need
to tap and scroll up to the home/help button bar to reveal the next button behind the panel at the top. Pressing the top button will try to turn on the keyboard, but it will only work if all other buttons are set correctly. If not, they will reset to shutdown. Gates Help:AND : all wires leading into it must be turned on if you want the output to be turned on.OR : at least one wire leading into it
must be on if you want the output to be onNOT : it changes one item to the opposite, on = off or off = on. Solution: When the keyboard is on, slide the home/help button back down to reveal the code number 8355.Enter this code in the keyboard to complete the level. You can now go to level 10. If you have any questions, please go to the Answers page and ask there. Open Puzzle
Box Solution Guide - an endless series of mysterious boxes waiting for you! If you open a mystery box, a new box will be accessible, open the locked box, and then you will pass the level! Open Puzzle Box By Gameday Inc. The rules of the game are simple: Solve puzzles of locked mystery boxes with touch, drag and two touch functions. Opening boxes may sound simple, but it
can be very complicated. To win, you have to think outside the box.
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